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ABSTRACT
Angle of arrival (AOA) has previously been used for out-
door positioning in aircraft navigation and for services like
E911. For indoor positioning, the best schemes to date rely
either on extensive infrastructure, or on sampling of the sig-
nal strength on a dense grid, which is subject to changes
in the environment, like furniture, elevators, or people. We
present an indoor positioning architecture that does not re-
quire a signal strength map, simply requiring the placement
of special VOR base stations (VORBA). While our incipient
realization of the AOA using 802.11 uses a base station with
a revolving directional antenna, a non mechanical implemen-
tation would yield comparable performance, even with quan-
tized angles. Performance of positioning with VOR base sta-
tions is evaluated though experimentation, simulation, and
theoretical analysis.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Network architecture and design]: Wireless com-
munication; C.2.2 [Network protocols]: Applications

Keywords
AOA, ranging, 802.11, indoor positioning, VOR, VORBA

General Terms
Design, Experimentation

1. INTRODUCTION
Indoor positioning is a complex engineering problem that

has been approached by many computing communities: net-
working, robotics, vision, and signal processing. In most of
the proposed solutions, certain aspects of the problem do-
main are so specialized that a solution applicable in one
domain does not easily translate into a solution in other
domains. For example, many computer vision based tech-
niques require line of sight conditions, and achieve high ac-
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curacy. In the context of 802.11 based position aware ap-
plications, line of sight is usually not available, but a lower
accuracy may be tolerable.

There has been a surge of research activity in the pursuit
of finding methods for accurate and robust indoor position-
ing techniques. Currently, the most convenient solutions
for indoor positioning using 802.11 are RADAR [1], and its
derivatives [2, 3, 4]. The problem with these approaches is
that they require signal strength mapping of the entire area
that has to support positioning, mapping which has to be
reworked when propagation conditions change. As the hu-
man body roughly halves the strength of 2.4GHz signals, a
crowded building might render the measurement map un-
usable. The advantage of these systems however lies in the
fact they use off the shelf hardware which is widely available
due to the popularity of wireless LANs and 802.11 hotspots.
One application in which it is not feasible to build a signal
strength map is that of an ad hoc disaster network. In such
a setup there is no time to do signal strength mapping, and
it may be impossible to deploy such a positioning infrastruc-
ture.

Methods that rely on range measurements as a function
of signal strength are subjected to variance caused by the
environmental surroundings which in previous studies have
been shown to be a significant factor [5]. We propose to mit-
igate the effects of the environment on range measurements
by use of a base station (or an access point) that has a ro-
tating directional antenna. Using a 802.11 base station with
a revolving directional antenna that can provide angle of ar-
rival (AOA) and range measurements, we can obtain a more
robust estimation than that based on signal strength from a
standard 802.11 access point. By moving some of the com-
plexity of the positioning support to the base station, we can
significantly reduce the work and cost of deploying a range
map in order to estimate indoor positions.

In this paper, we show that there are a number of ways of
determining AOA from a 802.11 base station, one of which
we have actually built, tested and obtained results with.
Some of the newer schemes that improved on the RADAR
idea showed better performance, but still retained the re-
quirement of building a dense signal strength map of the
building. Accuracy of positions obtained by our system, of
2.1m median error, is comparable to the original RADAR,
but works without requiring a map of the signal strength of
the area.

We show how to use the idea of VOR (VHF Omnidirec-
tional Ranging) for indoor positioning using 802.11 hard-
ware, with a customized base station that can measure



Figure 1: Basic triangulation and trilateration
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both angles and ranges. In our incipient realization, the
base station is a laptop equipped with a directional antenna
that is continually rotating. We are able to derive angles
towards mobiles with a median error of 22◦ and ranges to
mobiles with a median error of 2.8m. These enable the use
of trilateration procedures (for ranges), triangulation (for
angles), and a combination of them.

In summary, here are the main contributions of the paper:
first, an indoor positioning architecture that does not require
a signal strength map. Second, a more robust positioning
system that uses AOA and ranges obtained from a rotating
directional antenna. Third, an actual implementation of
the base station using off the shelf (garage sale) hardware.
Fourth, analysis of position accuracy and robustness based
on experiments, simulation and theory.

The rest of the article is structured as follows: the re-
maining of the section reviews the basics of triangulation
and trilateration; section 2 describes our implementation of
the VORBA, how it infers angles, and a description of the
measurement methodology. Section 3 presents several meth-
ods of positioning using VORBAs: based on discrete angles,
angle distributions, quantized angles, and ranges. A theo-
retical analysis of the AOA based positioning is also included
in this section. We review related articles in section 4, and
conclude with some discussion and summary in section 5.

1.1 Triangulation and trilateration
Trilateration is a positioning procedure in which mo-

bile M knows distances MA, MB, and MC, also known as
ranges, in addition to the coordinates of landmarks A, B, C
(Figure 1). By solving the nonlinear system :

p

(xM − xI)2 + (yM − yI)2 = MI, I = A, B, C

the mobile is able to find an estimate for its own position
(xM , yM ). This procedure is used by GPS with ranges ob-
tained measuring time of flight to precisely synchronized and
positioned satellites.

If no distances are known, but the mobile can find the an-
gles under which it is seen by the landmarks, the triangula-
tion procedure can be applied. Here the mobile knows the

angles N̂AM , N̂BM , and N̂CM . These angles, together
with the known positions of the respective landmarks de-
termine half lines whose intersection is at the mobile M .
Triangulation has actually been used prior to trilateration,
because angles are easier to measure than ranges using sim-
ple mechanical / optical methods - for example in topome-
try, topography, air and sea navigation. One such example
is VOR - a ground based navigation aid that still is the pri-

Figure 2: Experimental base station with revolving
antenna
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mary navigation system for the majority of aircrafts, even
after the introduction of GPS. Its principle was the main
inspiration for this paper: a landmark sends two signals,
one that is periodic and omni-directional, while the another
one is directional and rotating about the landmark. The
airborne equipment receives both signals, and interprets the
difference between the times of the signals as an angle under
which the landmark sees the aircraft. The coordinates of the
landmark are known, therefore placing the aircraft anywhere
on a given line. A second VOR reading provides a second
line to be intersected with the first to yield a position.

In the next section, we describe VORBA, a prototype base
station that measures ranges and angles, enabling mobiles to
use triangulation, trilateration, and other positioning proce-
dures.

2. VOR BASE STATION REALIZATION
A way to have AOA functionality on a 802.11 base station

is to attach a directional antenna to a wireless access point.
When this antenna is rotated, the SS (signal strength) re-
ported by the card is higher in the direction of the mobile,
and possibly in other directions as well, due to reflections.
To automatize this measurement of the angle, we mounted
a small Toshiba Libretto 70ct laptop on a record player
(turntable) as shown from a top view in Figure 2. In or-
der to obtain higher difference in the maximums, we chose
an antenna that is highly directional. We linked the Lucent
2Mbps 802.11 card to a Hyperlink 14dB gain directional an-
tenna that has the horizontal radiation pattern shown in
Figure 3. The vertical pattern is almost identical, the main
feature being that the strongest signal is spread only 30◦

from the center. The antenna is attached to the bottom of
the laptop, so that it rotates in the horizontal plane.

One revolution of the turntable corresponds to a complete
sweep of all angles in 0..2π. About 500 samples of the SS
can be associated with each angle at a 33RPM speed of the
turntable (a period of 1.8 seconds). SS(α) is a function
describing the strength of the signal of the mobile as seen
from the base station. This function provides all the
information needed to derive angles and ranges for
triangulation and trilateration. Most of section 3 shows
how a mobile can derive angle information by using SS(α)
from several base stations, while subsection 3.4 explains how
ranges are derived from the same information.



Figure 3: Hyperlink HG2414 directional antenna
gain pattern
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If the revolution speed would be constant, SS(t) measure-
ments in time could be directly translated into angles with
respect to North to obtain SS(α). But a problem we encoun-
tered early on during experimentation phase was the insta-
bility of the turntable period, that varied albeit slowly be-
tween 1.7 and 2.3 seconds. This would produce SS samples
at variable rates, which wouldn’t theoretically be a problem
if we could accurately associate each SS reading with an an-
gle. Ideally, it would be convenient to use a digital compass
attached to the laptop, but this option was not available due
to lack of interfaces on the laptop. Also, compasses might
be disturbed near power cables, or large metal objects. We
opted instead for synchronization using infrared once every
revolution. A continuous IR signal is sent from the device
on the left in Figure 2, in this case another laptop. When
the revolving antenna on the laptop perfectly aligns its re-
ceiver with the fixed IR beam, the base station knows it
has hit the horizontal axis of the system, which provides for
a good continuous calibration of the system. The fixed IR
beam indicates the horizontal axis of our coordinate system
(opposite direction), so that all base stations report angles
with respect to the same reference.

2.1 Measurements
The mobile requires an SS(α) from each base station, but

for the purpose of experimentation, we only realized one
VOR base station and took several sets of measurements for
different positions of the base station. Figure 5 shows the
56m × 25m building in which 32 measurements points were
taken (possible positions of the mobile), indicated with black
dots. VOR base stations were placed at locations indicated
by stars. Five base stations are sufficient to cover most of
the building except the right side, where most points are
separated from the base stations by three large elevators. In
some experiments, we used two extra base stations indicated
with hollow stars only for this side of the building.

In each measurement point, a regular 802.11 equipped
laptop took four sets of measurements, one for each pose
of the mobile (facing North, East, South, and West). No
compass was used for orientation, the user just aiming to
have the measurement laptop parallel to the walls. The
position of the user was randomized in order to include in

Figure 4: A peak in signal strength indicates a pos-
sible direction of the mobile. Cartesian (top) and
polar (bottom) representation of SS(α).
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the measurements the situations in which both a human
body and a laptop screen block the shortest path towards
the base station. Polarization doesn’t seem to matter, but
we performed all the measurements keeping the 802.11 card
in an horizontal plane, as is standard in most laptops. A
measurement for a pose is in fact an average over three or
four revolutions of the base station, in order to reduce the
effect of temporary factors, such as open doors, or people
moving by. Measurements were taken at various times of
the day and night, including the busy morning and afternoon
hours.

In the initial phases of experimentation, we decided to
take as many SS samples per revolution as possible in order
to maximize the information in SS(α). The current setup
supports 250 pings per second, yielding almost 500 samples
per revolution, and any additional traffic would probably
introduce jitter in the angle measurements unless some pri-
oritizing for the probe traffic is used. On the other hand,
since VORBA is an extension for data access points, user
data can be used to sample SS without the need for evenly
spaced probes, when a synchronization mechanism such as
NTP is available. The necessary accuracy for such a mecha-
nism is on the order of milliseconds (1◦ ' 5ms). Therefore,
even if in the current experimental setup the positioning sup-
port is using all the bandwidth available for evenly spaced
SS sampling, it is possible to ameliorate this by a number
of methods: 1. employ user traffic for sampling; 2. broad-
cast the angle periodically from the base station (no RTS,
CTS, or ACK overhead); 3. reduce the sampling rate. This
last method is probably the most effective, because the high



Figure 5: Map of VOR base stations and sample points
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frequencies of SS(α) are not usable anyway. To obtain the
signal in Figure 4, we employed a filter of 0.2 seconds to
smooth the 2 second periodic signal.

2.2 AOA inference
As will be shown in this section, in most cases the best di-

rection towards the mobile is indicated by one of the strongest
peaks in SS(α). To extract the two most powerful peaks of
the signals we experimented with several heuristics, includ-
ing voting between peaks produced by all four poses and
averaging the functions from the four poses. Choosing the
right peak is a critical part of the system and still a sub-
ject of experimentation, but for the results presented in this
paper we use the signal pattern obtained through the fol-
lowing procedure: samples from all periods for all poses are
each shifted in the interval [0, 2π); samples are then sorted
based on their corresponding angle and a smoothing Gaus-
sian filter with the size 10% of the period is applied; the two
strongest peaks are retained.

An SS(α) measurement is shown in Figure 4. As we ex-
pected, there are several peaks, or local maximums, indi-
cated with arrows from the center in the polar represen-
tation. The darker arrow indicates the peak towards the
actual position of the mobile, within a few degrees. In this
case, the best direction is the strongest signal, but that is
not always the case. We measured SS(α) in 32 points, each
with four orientations, for five base stations, and ranked the
peaks based on their SS value. As shown in the right of
Figure 6, we found that in 90% of cases the best direction
is either the first, or the second peak. If we knew the best
of the two, it would have an error of 22◦ standard deviation
from the true direction of the mobile. Not knowing which of
them is best, we have to use both of them in triangulation.

It is now important to see how the non optimal peaks are
distributed, because they have to be somehow integrated in
the triangulation procedure. Even when working with the
strongest two angles, it is not known which of them points
towards the mobile. In the left Figure 6, we see that the
total number of maximums obtained is between 2 and 8,

with an average of 4.5 and a seemingly Poisson distribution.
In Figure 7, we eliminate the best peak and find that the
other maximums lie mostly away from the it. Only 15% of
the times other maximums are in a 90◦ sector towards the
mobile, and only 33% of the times in a 180◦ sector.

Based on these statistics, it is likely that working only
with the strongest two maximums will cover most situa-
tions, while the other maximums are mostly grouped in a
direction away from the mobile. The next question is how
to use the two angles communicated from each base station
to infer a position for the moving mobile. In fact, in one of
the methods proposed below, we can use not just the two
strongest directions, but the entire shape of SS(α).

3. POSITIONING WITH VORBA
In this section, we detail several methods of determining

the position based on the information provided by base sta-
tions. Two of them are based on angles derived from SS(α),
and the last one is based on ranges derived from the average

signal strength 1
2π

2π
R

0

SS(α)dα.

3.1 Positioning using discrete angles
The problem of intersecting lines on a plane can be as sim-

ple as solving a linear system with one equation describing
each line, were it not for the errors that can affect these lines,
and for the fact that triangulation actually uses half lines.
Since linear system solving typically optimizes for the sum
of squares of vertical offsets, it may not be the best method
to intersect lines affected by AOA errors. In our case a line
is defined by the position of a known base station, and an
angle affected by error. As will be shown later, this error
has a normal unbiased distribution for measurements in a
large departmental building.

Positioning using lines from several base stations can then
be cast as an estimation problem. Let βi(x) be the true an-
gles at which the base station i sees the mobile, αi the mea-
sured angles, σa the variance of the AOA measurements, and
x the position of the mobile. Based on the measurements



Figure 6: Signal peaks are ranked based on the sig-
nal strength of the peak.
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available (32 points×7 base stations), the distribution of the
angle error looks either Laplacian, or Gaussian, and we used
the latter for the following analysis. For the implementation
the Laplacian proved better for triangulation, because of the
module being more robust to outliers.

Given that the measurements to different base stations
are independent, the likelihood function is:

P{α1, α2, ...|x} = ΠP{αi|x} =
e
− 1

2σ2
a

P

|αi−βi|
2

σn
a

p

(2π)n
(1)

The maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) is the solution
to the equation:

∂ ln P{α|x}
∂x

= 0

which leads to least square estimate that minimizes the
square error in the fit to the angle data αi. The function to
minimize is therefore

X

(αi − βi(x))2 =

=
X

(αi − atan2(y − yi, x − xi))
2 (2)

where xi, yi are the coordinates of base station i, x = x, y
is the candidate solution point, and atan2 is a function that
computes the polar angle of (x−xi, y− yi). If large outliers
are present, then m-estimators [6] can be used to optimize
for a different objective giving less weight to the outliers. We

Figure 7: Non optimal peak distribution
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optimized for the sum of modules, as opposed to the sum of
squares also because the distribution of the angle errors may
be Laplacian, and not Gaussian. In the implementation, to
optimize for the objective we used the Nelder-Meade simplex
method that is provided by the command nmsmax in the free
software package octave-forge [7].

3.1.1 Choosing the best angle
Most positioning schemes, including triangulation, assume

that an estimate angle towards landmarks is available with a
certain error. In our case however, we have two angles, and
the best peak is among them in only 90% of the cases. Even
if we work with two angles per base station, the question
remains which of the two angles to use. In 10% of the cases,
both angles will point away from the mobile, so we need a
method to identify “bad” angles. For n of base stations,
using all combinations yields a maximum of 2n possible in-
tersections to be optimized using objective function (2).

Fortunately, many of these intersections happen either
outside the feasible space (outside the building), or do not
corroborate among all base stations. In order to avoid the
exponential number of intersections, we first compute in
O(n2) time a 2n × 2n boolean incidence matrix A describ-
ing whether any two directions intersect inside the feasible
space. An additional 2n×n matrix B is obtained by adding
columns of the first matrix to describe incidence between a
given direction and a base station (any direction from that
base station). If B(d, j) = 0 it means that direction d from
base station

˚

d
2

ˇ

does not intersect any direction from base
station j, therefore it can be eliminated completely as a
candidate. But most combinations are eliminated during
the direction assignment phase, when the matrices indicate
that an assignment conflicts with a past or future assign-
ment. When running with 5 base stations, the number of
candidates obtained with this method was between 1 and
16, with a median of 5. For 7 base stations, there were a
maximum of 24 candidates, with a median of 6.

In order to choose a candidate angle, we compare the rank-
ing of the distances to the base stations with the ranking of
the SS to the same base stations. The signal strength used
for ranking is obtained by averaging over all the samples, by
integration of the signal in Figure 4 (integration of SS(α)).

3.1.2 Analysis of discrete angle positioning
An important question is how accurate a position can be

obtained only with angles, and how it depends on the main
parameters: density of base stations λ, and quality of the
angles (variance σ2

a). The answer helps in provisioning the
deployment of the base stations in order to achieve a certain
error.



Figure 8: Position error variance depends linearly
on σ2

a (angular error variance), on 1/λ, and on
ln−1 R

Rm
(λ=base station density, R=mobile range,

Rm=minimum distance to a base station).
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Figure 9: Map of position probabilities: lighter gray
indicates higher likelihood.

To simplify the theoretical analysis, we assume the de-
ployment area to be circular, with radius R, and base sta-
tions spread with a Poisson spatial distribution with rate λ.
The first assumption is reasonable because the coverage will
on average be circular in a large enough building (50-100m
range for indoors 802.11). The second assumption however
is more forced in the light of base station placement that
might be preferential for reasons of coverage. It is neverthe-
less more general than the analysis of a particular placement
such as in the corners of the building.

In the appendix it is shown that the error covariance of
the position obtained by triangulation is bounded by:

V ar[x] >
σ2

a

λπ ln R
Rm

(3)

where Rm is the minimum distance from the mobile to
a base station. When Rm → 0, the positioning error also
becomes 0.

In order to verify the linearity of the positioning error with
the angular error and with the inverse of the density, we ran
a Monte Carlo simulation in a circle with R = 1. Varying
λ so that the expected number of base stations is between
5 and 25, for σ = 0.1, Rm = 0.1, produces the points in
Figure 8a, showing the standard deviation in the obtained
position in a linear relation with 1

λ
together with the line

corresponding to equation (3). In Figure 8b, λ = 15
π

, Rm =
0.1 while σa - the angle measurement error, is varied in the
interval [0, 0.7] radians, or [0, 45◦] showing the same linear
dependence for the variance of the position. Each point
in this experiments is obtained through averaging over 500
different positions of the base stations. The dependence on
Rm is also verified in Figure 8c, for n = 45, σ = 0.4, and
Rm ∈ [0, 0.8], which places 1

ln R

Rm

in [0.1, 5]. In all the cases,

the simulation verifies the trend and the bound indicated by
equation (3).

The importance of the result implied by equation (3) is
for dimensioning and deploying a positioning infrastructure.
For example, in order to cut the deviation of the position in
half, we need to either half the deviation of the angle mea-
surement, or quadruple the base station density. Increasing
the density and reducing the range is in many cases the only
way to scale up the data access for more users, cheaper than
upgrading all the hardware. The third factor, the minimum
distance to a base station Rm, is not as useful as a control
knob, as the user does not know how close he is to a base
station.

3.2 Positioning using angle distribution
The pattern in Figure 4 indicates directions in which SS

is maximum, and can be used to approximate a continuous
density of probability for the direction of the mobile. By
translating the SS values in the [0..1] interval and scaling
so that they sum to 1 for all angles in [0..2π], we obtain a
probability for each angle around the base station. There is
a zero probability for the minimum signal, and proportional
values for the other values of the signal. For each base sta-
tion, the mobile computes the corresponding probabilities
for each point of a 25cm grid covering the entire area of in-
terest. The probability of a given point depends on the value
of SS(α) in that direction. For each base station we have
a probability map for virtually all the points in the area.



Figure 10: Cumulative distribution of positioning
error using discrete angles and angle distribution.
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Aggregating maps from different base stations produces a
map like the one in Figure 9. In the map, we can distin-
guish the positions of the base stations, the same indicated
by stars in Figure 5. The lighter areas have higher probabil-
ity, and the true position in the upper corridor is indicated
by a cross. By selecting the points with the highest prob-
abilities, a maximum likelihood region is generated, shown
as a hashed shape near the true position. The centroid of
this region provides the estimated position.

The performance of positioning in the 32 points is shown
as a cumulative distribution in Figure 10. The points in the
main part of the building use the five main base stations,
while the points separated by the elevators use three of the
main base stations and two extra ones shown with hollow
stars in Figure 5. The continuous line corresponds to an ide-
alized performance that using the best measurement angle,
the dashed line to using the two the angles and the heuristic
in section 3.1.1, and the dotted line to the angle distribution
method. The angle distribution method provides a slightly
lower performance than the discrete method, but automat-
ically deals with outliers. It has a lower complexity with
respect to the number of base stations, but higher with the
area. It effectively takes into consideration all the possible
angles, but it only builds one grid of probabilities for each
base station, which are then merged in a final probability
map. For the discrete method we used five base stations
for the left main part of the building, and three base sta-
tions for the left part, separated by elevators, because the
heuristic of choosing between two angles is more sensitive to
outliers. Only the five main base stations were used for the
angle distribution results.

To summarize, the idealized method using the best angle
achieves a 2.9m median error, the heuristic using best two
angles 3.5m, and the angle distribution method 4.1m.

3.3 Positioning using quantized angles
It is convenient to achieve the AOA functionality in a

system without moving parts as the one we used. Steer-
able and switched beam 802.11 antennas are appearing on
the market (www.vivato.net and www.paratek.com). They
electronically steer the beam to provide preferential ampli-
fication for certain directions. In many cases when using a
phased antenna array, and also in order to achieve a small

form factor, the angle of arrival obtained is quantized in
multiples of 45◦. Another possible replacement for the me-
chanical part of VORBA is to just use eight different direc-
tional antennas at the base station. This would provide an
angle of arrival quantized to 45◦, but will also increase the
total power output of the base station.

Figure 11: Positioning with quantized angles.
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(a) positioning with actual angle measure-
ments
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(b) positioning with measurements quantized
to 45◦
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22.5◦, 45◦, and 90◦.



Without hardware that provides quantized angles, we are
using our measurements from the VOR base stations dis-
cretized after the peak selection phase. In Figure 11a, there
is an example of a point that is computed using readings
from the five main base stations, using the strongest two
peaks. The stars indicate the positions of the five main
VORBAs, as represented in figure 5. From each base sta-
tion, a continuous arrow indicates the first candidate angle,
and the dashed arrow indicates the second candidate. The
“o” sign indicates the true position of the mobile, while the
“+” signs are the candidates considered by the optimiza-
tion process. In Figure 11b, each angle is replaced with the
closest multiple of 45◦ and the position is recomputed.

The quality of positions does not decrease dramatically
when using quantization at 22.5◦ (16 directions), or at 45◦

(8 directions) - as shown in Figure 11c. The continuous line
is the same in Figure 10 repeated here for reference - it rep-
resents the idealized case in which the best angle is provided
by an oracle, not by the heuristic proposed in section 3.1.1.
The results are somewhat predictable, since the 45◦ quan-
tization introduces an error that is maximum 22.5◦, similar
to the measurement errors currently produced by the VOR
base stations. For 90◦ quantization (4 directions), two of the
points did not get a position, because of directions quantized
to parallel lines, and we used the rest of the position errors
to get a cumulative distribution. In this latter case, most
of the points were optimized at values drawn from the coor-
dinates of the base station themselves, meaning that the x
coordinate is the x coordinate of some base station, and the
y coordinate is drawn from possibly another one.

Using quantized measurements in 16 directions produces
a 3m median error, a small degradation over the 2.9m of
the idealized discrete method that uses the best of the two
angles.

3.4 Positioning using ranges
In indoor situations, due to unpredictable propagation

and fading effects, it is difficult to relate signal strength (SS)
to distance. What motivated us to use SS for ranging is the
fact that when using VOR base stations, SS can be more
reliable being obtained from an integration over all angles,
as opposed to a single arbitrary direction measurement. For
a random pose of the mobile and for a fixed orientation of a
regular base station, a SS sample would be a random value
of SS(α) in Figure 4. Using VORBA, we can get a high
resolution version of SS(α), and in this example there is a
15dB difference between the maximum and the minimum
values that can be obtained. The mean value of SS(α) is
a more accurate characterization of the SS from the mobile
to VORBA simply because one factor (base station orienta-
tion) is eliminated.

We verified this hypothesis by fitting SS values averaged
over a revolution on a curve describing distance ρ as a func-
tion of SS in dB. Starting with the distance attenuation
relation:

P [dBm] = P0[dBm] − log10(
ρ

ρ0
)n

we used the relation

ρ(P ) = ρ1 + ρ0 exp(
P0 − P

n
) (4)

where ρ1 is a shifting factor introduced to allow for dif-

Figure 12: Cumulative distribution of positioning
error using ranges from SS fitting
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ferences in our hardware, whereas P0 and ρ0 are not needed
both by the fitting procedure. Parameters ρ1, ρ0, and n
were fairly similar for all base stations mainly because we
used modulo residuals in the fitting procedure, in order to
give less weight to large outliers. Especially the two base
stations placed on the corridor had very large outliers - a
much stronger signal with respect to distance.

The next step was five fold cross-validation: with param-
eters ρ1, ρ0, and n fitted from one base station we generate
ranges from the SS readings for all the other base stations,
and trilaterate using only these ranges. The procedure is
repeated for the five main base stations (including the cor-
ner ones, which produce large outliers), and the positioning
errors are cumulated into one distribution. Errors similar
with those obtained from angles are shown in Figure 12.

The advantage of the method is that using some limited
mapping of the signal strength, for example readings at var-
ious known points, a reliable curve (4) can be obtained that
can be used for most other base stations. Distance mea-
surements from signal strength can also be used to enhance
angle measurements and assist candidate selection for dis-
crete angle positioning (section 3.1.1).

The disadvantage is that some sampling of the signal map
is needed for the fit, whereas the angle based methods pro-
vide positions just with placement of VOR base stations.
This issue can be addressed using permanent stationary
emitters as in [8, 4] which makes the resampling automatic.

The positioning errors for the range based methods are
higher than those obtained with the angle based methods,
with a median position error of 4m when fitting all the SS
measurements, and 4.5m with cross validation.

3.5 Positioning using ranges and discrete
angles

When the mobile knows both the angle α under which it
is seen by a base station at (xb, yb), and the distance ρ to
that base station, it can have an estimate of its position as

(xb + ρ cos(α), yb + ρ sin(α)) (5)

What is the accuracy of this estimation? We know that the
angle has an error with a standard deviation of 22◦, with
the current performance of VORBA. This means that even
with a perfect range at 50m, the mobile can easily be placed
20m away from its true location. Ranging from integration



Figure 13: Position covariance is represented as an
ellipse. Its size depends on the range ρ, and its ori-
entation on the angle α.
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of SS(α) however is not perfect, in fact errors in ranging
vary linearly with the actual range, as was found by other
projects. After fitting the SS versus distance measurements
as mention in section 3.4, we chose one of the non corridor
base stations and used the fitting parameters obtained from
it. Looking then at all measurements for all base stations,
we found that standard deviation is 15-25% of the actual
estimated range. We therefore assume σr = 0.2 as a relative
deviation, modeling actual error as linear with the measured
range σ(range) = σrρ. The median positioning error that
we get using relation (5) for a single base station under these
conditions is 8.4m. This is an overall figure, as individual
base stations provided median errors as low as 3.9m, and as
high as 11m.

We can use estimations of positions from several base sta-
tions, which we can aggregate into a single estimate. In this
case, it is necessary to weigh faraway base stations less than
close ones, because for a fixed error in angle measurements,
the uncertainty in position increases with distance. To see
why that happens, it is convenient to characterize the un-
certainty in the position estimation using a covariance ma-
trix. When we consider the polar measurements (ρ, α), with
standard deviations of σrρ = 0.2ρ for the range, and σa for
the angle, the covariance matrix of the estimated position
becomes:

U = ρ2

»

tan2(σ2
a) 0

0 σ2
r

–

This matrix shows the particular case in which the base
station is placed in (0, 0) and the mobile in (0, ρ) so that
angular error produces variation only on the x axis and
range error variation only on the y axis. In reality, the
covariance matrix describing the possible positions of the
mobile is rotated to reflect the actual measurement α. In
Figure 13, we see how the covariance matrix is shaped and
placed depending on actual measurements. The tip of the
arrow indicates the position estimate for the respective base
station, and the size of the ellipse the size of the covari-
ance. All the covariances have the same aspect ratio: the
width is given by the angle error tan(22◦) = 0.4, and the

Figure 14: Cumulative distribution of positioning
error using angles and ranges
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height by the range relative error σr = 0.2, both of them
scaled with the actual measurement ρ. If each base station
estimate is [xi yi] and has covariance Ui, we can combine
them in a weighted estimate using a simplified Kalman filter:
[x y] = (

Pn

i=1[ xi yi] U−1
i )U , where U = (

Pn

i=1 U−1
i )−1 is

the covariance of the estimated position.
In Figure 14, the cumulative distribution of positioning

error is presented for 1,3,5, and 7 base stations. As ex-
pected, the error improves as we add base stations. For one
base station, we used each individual station and cumulated
the results, whereas for 3 and 5 we used configurations that
favored base stations on the corner of the building. The
five base stations in the main part of the building in Figure
5 provided a median error of 3.3m, better than the previ-
ous schemes using only angles and only ranges. The curve
corresponding to 7 used all the measurements taken. The
median error achieved in this latter case is of 2.1m, a clear
improvement, provided the rather large error in angle and
range estimation.

4. RELATED WORK
Indoor positioning schemes can be classified based on the

infrastructure they use, and on the type of measurement
medium they employ. In terms of infrastructure, some sys-
tems may require specialized instrumentation of the area,
and possibly line of sight to the mobiles, whereas others
rely on the base stations that are already used for data ac-
cess. The measurement medium is usually a choice or a
combination of RF, infrared, and ultrasound.

Active Badge [9] was one of the early indoor systems, that
provided each user with an IR badge that can be read by an
IR station that keeps updating user’s position in a central
database. The position granularity is limited by the density
of stations, and the reliance on light can be detrimental in
the presence of spurious infrared emissions such as sunlight.

Active Bat [10] is a more recent project of the same group
that uses ultrasound instead of IR, and has centimeter accu-
racy. The bats are supported by a grid of sensors placed on
the ceiling which communicate with a central location that
performs sensor fusion tasks to provide position through tri-
lateration and also orientation.

Cricket [11] is an MIT project that makes use of ultra-
sound and per room infrastructure to achieve indoor po-
sitioning. It uses the six order of magnitude difference in



the speeds of light and sound to achieve ranging to ceiling
beacons. Mobiles then perform their own triangulation to
position. Cricket compass [12], a followup project added the
measurement of the orientation capability by using three ul-
trasound receivers on the mobile.

When compared to our VORBA system, these methods
have the advantage of a higher accuracy. The disadvantage
is that they require extensive support infrastructure, which
translates in high cost of deployment. VORBA also requires
extra infrastructure, but that is seen as an option for the
data providing base stations rather than separate position
providing infrastructure.

Another category of schemes relies on measurements of
signal strength, and therefore can be used with existing wire-
less data infrastructure. RADAR [1] was the first system to
propose the use of a signal map of the area. Average signal
strength for each base station is stored as a fingerprint for
each point in a dense grid covering the floor. When querying,
a nearest neighbor match in the fingerprint space provides
candidates for mobile’s position. Ladd et all [2] improve on
the the RADAR idea by using full distributions instead of
just estimated expectations in each point. At query time,
Bayesian inferences are used to search the grid for the most
likely positions that fit the distributions of the query point.
It improves on positioning performance of RADAR decreas-
ing the median error.

The advantage of this class of systems is that they do
not require any additional specialized infrastructure. The
deployment cost however is dominated by the necessity of
building the signal map of the floor. In addition, the mea-
surements have to be re-taken when the propagation con-
ditions change (people, furniture, etc). VORBA requires
the specialized VOR base stations, but saves on the deploy-
ment and maintenance by not requiring major updates with
changes in the environment. When only angles are used, no
training is necessary, while for ranging, some limited train-
ing is required.

Landmarc [8] is an RFID based positioning scheme that
is in a way similar to RADAR, except that the signal map is
built on the fly by previously placed tags. A similar scheme
of searching the nearest neighbor in signal strength space is
used, but the system adapts more gracefully to changes. A
similar idea is explored for 802.11 in [4]. The automatic way
to sample the SS map using RFID tags in [8], and stationary
emitters in [4] is applicable to VORBA for the range case,
when some sampling is needed. However, because we use a
parametric method (more robust because of rotation), less
samples are needed, as explained in section 3.4.

The Lighthouse [13] location system is used for Smart
Dust positioning, but is mentioned here for the similarity
with our VOR approach in using a base station with a re-
volving antenna. Smart Dust are small sensors that only
have optical communication capability, so they require line
of sight to the base station. The lighthouse rotates its beam
and based on the time a node senses the continuous light, it
may infer its range to the base station.

Positioning in ad hoc and sensor networks [14, 15, 16,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] is the problem of positioning nodes
based on ranges, angles, or simple connectivity. Most of
these approaches face different issues such as the multihop
nature of the ah hoc graph, and the requirement of having
a distributed algorithm.

5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
As presented in the theoretical analysis (section 3.1.2),

the factors that affect accuracy of positioning in an ideal-
ized setup are density of base stations and quality of angles.
Another factor is the actual triangulation procedure that in
many cases has to deal with large outliers, therefore a ques-
tion is how to eliminate an outlier base station reading from
the process, without severely degrading the DOP [23]. DOP
is dilution of precision due to the geometry of the base sta-
tions relative to the mobile, for example DOP is lower when
the mobile is outside the convex hull of the base stations.

An aspect also related to the position resolution is the use
of more than two discrete angles, but in current implemen-
tation we found it to be slower, and with reduced quality,
because the extra angles introduce more noise (more candi-
dates).

A number of facts that were found during experimentation
may help identify more accurate mapping of the propagation
patterns of a building using VOR base stations:

• there is no correlation between angle error and dis-
tance. We initially hoped to see such a correlation that
could be used in the resolution of candidate positions.

• there is no correlation between angle error and mean
signal strength. This is a direct consequence of the pre-
vious observation, since SS and distance are strongly
correlated, as shown in section 3.4.

• corridors act as waveguides. It is better to place VOR
base stations in rooms in order to achieve more ac-
curate angles. This however would reduce “natural”
amplification available in a building, which may be
detrimental for data access, in order to enhance posi-
tioning.

Another way to enhance the accuracy of the SS(α) measure-
ments would be to use a revolving signal at the mobile as
well. This would not only simplify the self positioning proce-
dure which currently requires measurements for four poses,
but would enable a more accurate picture of the signal at
both the base station and mobile.

Currently SS(α) is measured at the base stations because
synchronization is easier. We found that the SS as a function
of time has a similar shape when measured at the mobile, but
with different phase. Provided that the mobile would have
a solid frame of reference (compass), it would be possible to
measure angles from the mobile towards the base stations,
with respect to North. These are equivalent with the angles
currently obtained, but the new method would offload some
tasks from the base stations. On the other hand, if the
mobile doesn’t have a compass, it will report all angles to
an arbitrary reference and a different type of triangulation
must be applied. In this case the mobile only knows the
angle under which it sees pairs of VORBAs, case which can
be solved by a nonlinear optimization.

VORBA is supposed to be an extension to regular data
access points, and not a separate infrastructure to support
positioning, therefore an important issue that we are cur-
rently investigating is the data performance. The directional
antenna used has an amplification of 14dB when facing the
mobile, and a very small one in the opposite direction. While
bit error rate is a function of signal strength, providing pre-
dictable effects on UDP traffic, it is not clear what the effects



of VORBA on TCP performance are. This may be less of
an issue if the sweeping antenna pattern is achieved in a non
mechanical manner, and is only activated on demand.

A related issue is the time to position, and the possibility
to do mobile tracking. The limiting factors are currently the
need for several poses for the measurements, and the large
rotation period of the base station. Currently, a user has
to take four poses, waiting three revolutions of two seconds
each yielding a total of 3 × 2 × 4 = 24 seconds, while the
triangulation time is almost negligible on current laptops.
While the revolution period factor can be greatly reduced
using electronic beam forming, operating with fewer poses
and with fewer revolutions is less promising because of the
inherent variability of the SS with respect to pose and time.
If for example, the user takes the measurement only in one
pose, it may happen that his body or the screen of the laptop
is blocking a direct path to VORBA.

The original VOR used for aircraft navigation is a 2D
scheme. VORBA has also been designed to take advantage
of the rotation of antennas in a single plane to provide po-
sitioning only in that plane. However, the information pro-
vided by a single VORBA amounts to placing the mobile on
a plane passing through the vertical axis of rotation of the
antenna (in fact it is the half plane created by the rotation
axis and the direction of the mobile). Two VORBAs are suf-
ficient for positioning in 2D because in addition to the two
planes provided by the base stations, there is a third implicit
plane of the 2D setup. VORBAs rotating around other axes
(other than vertical) could theoretically provide additional
planes for intersection. If the angle error is independent of
the altitude with respect to the base station, the problem is
a simple extension of the 2D case. In the more likely situa-
tion in which the error does depend on altitude, a problem
for a 3D setup is to provision the directions of the rotation
axes in order to minimize positioning errors. An additional
aspect in 3D is the possible variation in polarization. In the
current realization, the mobile has the card always in the
same horizontal plane VORBA uses for rotation, but if base
stations rotate in arbitrary planes, the polarization between
the base station and the terminal may change in the course
of every revolution.

6. CONCLUSIONS
VORBA (VOR base station) is a prototype base station

that provides angle and range measurements using 802.11
signal strength. Its basic idea is to find the strongest max-
imums in the signal strength, and use them as the most
likely directions in which the mobile can be. The current
realization uses a revolving antenna, but a non mechanical
implementation, even using quantized angles, would yield
similar performance. A positioning architecture using VOR
base stations and triangulation has the advantage of not re-
quiring extensive measurements of the signal strength map,
while providing performance similar (2.1m median error)
with systems that require such sampling. When limited
sampling is acceptable, the VOR base station can provide
robust range estimations that can be used for trilateration.
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APPENDIX

A. LOWER BOUND FOR ANGLE ONLY
POSITIONING

The Cramér-Rao lower bound is method that sets a lower
bound on the variance of any unbiased estimator. In our
case the triangulation problem is cast as an estimation prob-
lem by considering the true position x as the parameter to
be estimated.

Given a circle with radius R, n VOR base stations are
Poisson distributed with density λ. Coordinates of the base
stations are (xi, yi) Cartesian, and (ρi, βi) polar. Assume
the mobile is in the center of the circle, E[x] = (0, 0), but
rhe angle readings α = [α1, ..., αn] are described by equation
(1). The likelihood of being at position x = [x y], after
having seen bearings from n base stations is:

L(x|α) = ln(p(α|x))

= − ln(σn
p

(2π)n) − 1

2σ2

X

(αi − βi)
2

Using the likelihood, define

I = −
Z ∞

−∞

"

∂2L

∂x2
∂2L
∂x∂y

∂2L
∂x∂y

∂2L
∂y2

#

p(ρ̂;x)dρ̂

and the bound on the covariance of the position is given

by I−1
11 . Second derivative of the likelihood ∂2L(x|α)

∂x2 reduces
to:

n
X

i=1

2(x − xi)(y − yi)(αi − βi) − (y − yi)
2

σ2ρ4
i

where ρi =
p

(x − xi)2 + (y − yi)2 is the distance form
the point to the base station i.

−
∞
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(6)

−
∞
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p(α|x)dα =

n
X

i=1

(x − xi)(y − yi)

σ2ρ4
i

(7)

because E[αi] =
∞
R

−∞

p(αi|x)dαi = βi.

To compute (6) and (7), we use polar coordinates (ρi, βi)
for all cartesian points (xi, yi):

y−yi

ρi
= sin(βi),

x−xi

ρi
=

cos(βi), (6) = n
σ2 E[ sin

2(β)

ρ2 ] and (7) = n
σ2 E[ sin(2β)

2ρ2 ]. It is

known that the polar coordinates are independent, so we
only need to compute E[ 1

ρ2 ], E[sin2(β)], and E[sin(2βi)].

The distribution of β is uniform, with pdf fβ = 1
2π

, and

it can be shown that fcos2(β)(s) = 1

π
√

s(1−s)
, which yields

E[sin2(βi)] = E[cos2(βi)] = 1
2
. Similarly, fsin(2β)(s) =

1

π
√

1−s2
, with an expectation E[sin(2βi)] = 0.

The c.d.f. of distances to base stations is Fρ(s) = s2

R2 . Let

m = 1
ρ2 a random variable with m ∈ [ 1

R2 ,∞) .

Fm(s) = P{m < s} = P{ 1

ρ2
< s} = 1 − 1

sR2

E[m] =

∞
Z

1
R2

sfm(s)ds =
1

R2
ln(s)|∞1

R2
= ∞

The interpretation of this is that error can become arbi-
trarily small when the mobile is getting infinitely close to
the base station. For this reason, we use Rm - the minimum
distance to the base station a mobile can have.

E[m] =
1

R2
ln(s)|

1
R2

m

1
R2

=
2

R2
ln

R

Rm

A = nE[
sin2(β)

ρ2
] = nE[sin2(β)]E[

1

ρ2
]

A =
n

R2
ln

R

Rm

= πλ ln
R

Rm

B = 0, which produces
I = n

σ2R2 ln R
Rm

I2, where I2 is the 2 × 2 identity matrix.

V ar(x) > I−1
11 =

σ2

πλ ln R
Rm
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